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Abstract: The Cramer transform introduced in large deviations theory sends classical probabilities
(resp. finite positive measures) into (min,+) probabilities (resp. finite measures) also called cost mea-
sures. We study its continuity when the two spaces of measures are endowed with the weak conver-
gence topology. We prove that the Cramer transform is continuous in the subspace of logconcave
measures and show counter examples in the opposite case. Moreover, in finite dimension, the Cramer
transform is bicontinuous. Then, logconcave measures may be identified with lower semicontinuous
convex functions.
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Sur la continuité de la transformée de Cramer
Résumé : La transformée de Cramer, introduite en théorie des grandes déviations, envoie les proba-
bilités classiques (resp. les mesures positives finies) dans les probabilités (resp. les mesures finies)
(min,+), appelées mesures de coût. Nous étudions sa continuité quand les espaces de mesures de
départ et d’arrivée sont munis des topologies de la convergence faible. Nous prouvons que la trans-
formée de Cramer est continue dans le sous espace des mesures logconcaves et donnons des contre-
exemples dans le complémentaire. En dimension finie, la transformée de Cramer est de plus biconti-
nue. Les mesures logconcaves peuvent alors être identifiées à des fonctions convexes semi-continues
inférieurement.
Mots-clé : Algèbre max-plus, Transformée de Cramer, Mesure logconcave, Fonction logconcave,
Convergence faible, Grandes déviations, Mesure idempotente, Transformée de Fenchel.
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Introduction
For any probability
 
on the Borel sets of a topological vector space  , the Cramer transform   
of
 
is defined by
   def
	   
Here,  and 	 denote respectively the Laplace and the Fenchel transforms, that is     !"$#%'&)(+*-,/. #'021   43  and 	 45  3  6!8729;: , %'&=<?> A@ 3 BDCE5'F3  where   denotes the dual space of . Then    is a lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) convex function on  .
The Cramer transform was introduced in large deviations theory [11, 7, 14, 15, 27, 13]. Let GIH 
be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with values in  and law   . If    is finite in a neighbo-
rhood of zero, the Cramer theorem states that the law of JK?LNMOMOM LPJQH obeys a large deviation principle
with rate function    . This result is true if  is a finite dimensional vector space but also if it is
locally convex and Hausdorff and if the support of
 
is a subset of a closed convex Polish subspace
of  [8].
Another domain where the Cramer transform appears to be useful is decision theory. Following
the theory of idempotent measures and integrals of Maslov [18], R)SUT @WV probabilities (or finiteR)SUT @XV measures), that is probabilities in the idempotent semifield ZY\[^] V_a`b@ R)SUT @WV , can be
introduced. In Polish spaces, they necessarily have a l.s.c. density [1] and the “measure of a set” cor-
responds to the minimum of a function (the density) on this set. Then, -RIST @XV probability theory
leads to a probabilistic formalism for optimization and optimal control, that we call decision theory.
This has been developed in [9, 12, 4, 2, 5]. Random variables (called decision variables) correspond
to changes of variables or constraints parameters on an optimization problem. Markov chains (cal-
led Bellman chains) correspond to optimal control problems. Weak convergence of decision variables
corresponds to the convergence of value functions. It is related with the epiconvergence introduced in
convex analysis [6, 16] and is equivalent to the weak convergence of capacities introduced in [22, 21].
Classical limit theorems of probability (law of large numbers, central limit theorems) correspond to
asymptotic results for the value function of optimal control problems.
Since the images of the Cramer transform are l.s.c. functions, we may say that the Cramer trans-
form sends classical probabilities (resp. finite positive measures) into -RISUT @WV probabilities (resp.
finite -R)SUT @WV measures). For instance, if   is the Dirac measure at point c ,    edgf (wheredf 43   V_ for 3ih c and df Fc  kj ), which is the density of the R)SUT @WV Dirac measure. If  
is the normal law lm4c @Wno of mean c and standard deviation n ,    kp 4c @Wnoq 3)!srtu
#v fwyx t
which has the same stability property as the Normal law. Moreover, the Cramer transform leads to
another correspondence between probability theory and decision theory. Indeed, it sends the convo-
lution of two probabilities into the SUTAz -convolution of their images; but the -R)SUT @XV equivalent of
convolution is the inf-convolution of densities. Similarly, the Cramer transform sends independent
random variables into independent decision variables.
In this paper we study the continuity of the Cramer transform when both classical probabilities
and R)SUT @XV probabilities spaces are endowed with the topology of the weak convergence. Log-
concave measures and functions appear naturally in probability, heat equation theory, optimization
[23, 19, 20, 10]. Typically, normal laws and Wiener measures are logconcave. We show here that the
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Laplace transform has almost the same behavior as the Fenchel transform where convexity of func-
tions is replaced by logconcavity of measures. We then prove the equivalence between vague and
weak convergences on the subspace of logconcave finite measures over a finite dimensional vector
space  and the bicontinuity of the Cramer transform on this subspace. Counter examples show that
the logconcavity condition cannot be relaxed. For the infinite dimensional case, we prove a similar
continuity result under assumptions on  similar to that of [8].
1 Notations and definitions
Let us first recall some definitions and results concerning -RISUT @WV probabilities. The term -R)SUT @XV
algebra refers to the idempotent semifield ZY\[^] V_a`b@ R)SUT @WV denoted Y   . The neutral elements
for the R)SUT and V laws are respectively V_ and j and are denoted  and d . Let us note that the order
associated with the idempotent RISUT law is the reverse order  of Y (the order associated with an
idempotent  law is defined by 	 
 	 
  
 ). Therefore, inequalities and limits hold in
the reverse order compared to that used for general idempotent or classical probabilities. The nameY    will also be given to the set Y [] V_k` endowed with the topology defined by the order relation
which is equivalent to that defined by the exponential distance
1
43 @  (
v #
C (
v 
. Let us finally
note that, since
  Y    is an upper bound of Y    (for the classical order), bounded sets of Y   
correspond to lower bounded sets.
Definition 1. Let  be a topological space and  the set of its open sets. A finite -RIST @XV idempotent
measure or cost measure on  @   is an application  from  to Y    such that
(a)     V_
(b)  [ H H   SUTAzH    H  for any  H   .
It is a -RIST @WV probability if in addition     j and it is null if  V_ .
If 5 is a bounded function from  to Y   ,      SUTAz! %#" 5'%$  is a -RIST @XV idempotent mea-
sure. If  has this form, 5 is called a density of  . Any cost measure  on  @   admits a “maximal”
(in terms of

order) extension '& to the power set ()  of  :
 & *)   79 :",+.- . " %0/   /
If  is a separable metric space, then  has necessarily a density. Its “maximal” density is equal to51&F3   2&  ] 3 `  and is l.s.c. [1, 17]. For general topological spaces, 3&P%4   SUTAz #%#5 51&43  for
any compact set 4 [1]. Then  has a density if and only if C67& is regular or is a capacity in the sense
of [22], that is    STgz 5 compact 8:9  & %4  .
In the sequel, ; - and d - denote respectively the classical and -R)SUT @WV characteristic functions
of the set ) : ; - 43   ; if 3  ) and 0 if 3 h ) , d - 43   j if 3  ) and V_ if 3 h ) . If)  ] 3 ` , ; - and d - are denoted by ; # and d # .
Given any cost measure  on  @   , the Maslov integral with respect to  is the unique Y<   –
linear form, denoted also  , on the set of upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) functions =   ! Y<  
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such that %= H     =  when = H   = and   d -     )  for )  [18, 1]. If the cost measure has a density and 5 & is its “maximal” density, then  %=   SUTAz  % 9 =  $ V 51&%$  . Therefore, theR)SUT @XV equivalent to the Dirac measure  # in point 3 is the cost measure # with density d # .
Using this formalism, the weak convergence of cost measures is defined as usual :
Definition 2. We say that  H weakly converges towards  , denoted  H w!  , if  H  =  ! H %= 
for any bounded continuous function =  k! Y   .
Using the correspondence between cost measures and their densities, we will also speak of the
weak convergence of functions.
Theorem 3 ([5, Th. 5.2]). Let  H and  be cost measures on a metric space  @   . Then  H w! 
iff  SURkSUTAzH  H 	   
  for all closed SURk79 :H  Hq      for all    
Let  be a locally compact topological space and suppose that  H and  have densities (this is
the case if  is a finite dimensional vector space). Then, they can be considered as capacities in the
sense of [22] and the vague convergence may be defined either by the condition Hq%=  ! H %=  for
any continuous function = with compact support or by the following definition which coincides with
that of [22].
Definition 4. We say that  H vaguely converges towards  , denoted  H v!  if USURkSUTAzH  H %4   %4  for all compact 4USURk729;:H  H       for all    
The vague convergence is related to the epigraph convergence of functions defined in convex
analysis [6, 16].
Definition 5. Let 5H and 5 be l.s.c. functions. We say that 5H converges in the epigraph sense (or
epi-converges) towards 5 , denoted 5H epi! 5 , if
(a) :$ @  $ H ! H $ @ USRaSTgzH 5WH %$;H  k5'%$  ,
(b)  $ @ $;H ! H $ @ USRa729 :H 5 H %$;H  5 %$  .
Proposition 6 ([5, Th. 5.7]). If  is a first countable topological space and H and  have l.s.c.
densities 5 H and 5 , then  H v!  iff 5 H epi! 5 .
The tightness is also defined in a similar way to classical probabilities (recall that
  V_
).
Definition 7. A set  of cost measures is tight iff
729 :5
compact
STgz %   4    V_ 
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The vague and weak convergences are equivalent for tight sequences and any tight sequence of
cost measures in a metric space admits a weakly convergent subsequence [5]. Let us also note that any
sequence of l.s.c. functions on a separable metric space admits an epi-converging subsequence [6].
We also use the following result proved in convex analysis [6, 16]. A l.s.c. function 5   ! Y<  
is proper iff 5h   V_ .
Theorem 8. Let  be a finite dimensional vector space. The Fenchel transform 	 is bicontinuous
on the set F  of proper l.s.c. convex functions endowed with the topology of the epi-convergence.
In a reflexive Banach space, the Fenchel transform is bicontinuous on F  endowed with the
topology of the Mosco-epiconvergence defined as the epi-convergence (definition 5) except that the
convergence of $ H towards $ holds in the weak sense in (a) and in the strong sense in (b). The Mosco-
epiconvergence is also equivalent to the vague convergence of cost measures defined as in definition4
except that 4 may be any bounded closed convex set.
2 Statement of the results and counter examples
For any locally convex, Hausdorff topological vector space (l.c.h.t.v.s.)  , qF  will denote the set
of non identically null u.s.c. logconcave functions, that is the set of functions =   ! Y L such thatC U=  F  . If  is a closed convex subset of a l.c.h.t.v.s. G , any u.s.c. logconcave function =
on  can be extended to an u.s.c. logconcave function on G by taking = 43   j outside  . ThenF   ]0=  -G @ = 43   j  3    ` . Generalizing the definition of [24] to the infinite
dimensional case, we obtain
Definition 9. A positivemeasure  defined on the Borel sets of a closed convex subset  of a l.c.h.t.v.s.G is said to be logarithmically concave (or logconcave) if
!) V !;C    ) 	   r
v 
(1)
for any pair ) @
 of convex subsets of  and any   j @ ; . The set of finite non null logconcave
measures over  will be denoted by  p 4  .
Again,  p 4   ]   p -G @ F   mj ` .
Remark 10. From the definition of logconcave measures, we see that if

is a continuous linear ap-
plication between the l.c.h.t.v.s.  and  (in particular if   ), the positive measure   v r defined
by  
v
r *)    
v
r *)  for any Borel set ) of  is logconcave as soon as  is logconcave. In-
deed, if ) and  are convex sets of  ,  v r  )  and  v r   are convex and  v r !) V !;C 
 
v
r *) ;V  ;C 
v
r   . In particular, marginal laws of logconcave measures are also logconcave
measures.
By theorems 1 and 2 of [24], any non null positive measure  on a finite dimensional vector space which admits a density =  =4  with respect to the Lebesgue measure of  is logconcave.
Moreover, as for logconcave measures, marginal laws of measures with logconcave density have log-
concave density [24]. Indeed, logconcave measures have essentially a density. This is stated in the
following result proved in appendix.
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Proposition 11. A finite non null positive measure  on the finite dimensional vector space  is log-
concave if and only if there exists an affine subspace  of  containing the support of  and such
that  has a density =  =	  with respect to the Lebesgue measure over  (if the dimension of 
is zero, the Lebesgue measure is reduced to the Dirac measure and = is constant).
Theorem 12. Let  be a finite dimensional vector space. The Cramer transform is injective and bi-
continuous from  p F  to its image in F  endowed respectively with the classical weak conver-
gence and the -R)SUT @XV weak convergence topologies. Moreover, for sequences in  p 4  vague
convergence and weak convergence are equivalent.
For the infinite dimensional case, we adopt the minimal assumptions on  stated by Bahadur and
Zabell [8, 7, 13] for the construction of the Cramer transform and the Cramer theorem.
Theorem 13. Let G be a l.c.h.t.v.s. and  be a closed convex subset of G such that  is a Polish
space for the induced topology. The Cramer transform is continuous from  p 4  to F  endowed
respectively with the classical weak convergence and the -R)SUT @WV weak convergence topologies.
Remark 14. In [7] it is proved, using the Cramer theorem, that if  A9 : :   closed convex, then R =     . This can also be done directly using Hahn-Banach theorem. Indeed, if 3ih  , there
exists
  G such that > A@ 3PB j and > @ B  j for any ^  . Then    
	 $  ; for any	 j and    F3  m729;:  	 > @ 3 B  V_ . This implies that if  is a closed convex subset ofG the image of  p 4  is included in F  .
Example 15. Let us first give a counter example for the case of general positive measures or proba-
bilities. Let
  H be the probability on Y with density PH  ( v  Q " ( v  Q # 1 3 where
5WH 43   3 for 3  jV_
for 3  j 
Let us first note that 5 H is a sequence of l.s.c. functions such that 5 H w! d  for the -R)SUT @XV weak
convergence, but that
	 F5 H   	  d"!  . L#   8d  v # . %$ and then does not epi-converge towards	  d $  d . Thus 5 H gives a counter example to the continuity of the Fenchel transform for general
(not necessarily convex) proper l.s.c. functions.
We have also
  H w!   for the classical weak convergence, since& = 43  1   H 43   " L# = u
#
H"' x ( v)( # 1 3" L# ( v*( # 1 3
and ++++ & = 43  1   Ho43  C =N j  ++++ -, %= @ ; NV.0/ = / #
" L#H ( v)( # 1 3" L# ( v)( # 1 3 @
where
,  = @+O denotes the continuity modulus of = in j .
However
   H   '     r 21  t43
  V_
for
  j @! H    r   j   ; for   j 
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Then similarly to
	 45 H  we have UD   H  ! H d  v # . %$ pointwise and in the epigraph sense. Then   H  epi! d !  . L#  h =     d  .
This example shows in addition the analogy of behavior between the Fenchel transform and the
logarithm of the Laplace transform.
Example 16. Let us give another counter example concerning stable distributions. Let us consider
a stable distribution  with order j    . on Y . Then, either the domain of    is ] j ` so the
Cramer transform of  has no interest. Either it is equal to one half space, for instance Y L and thenUD    '  	  for   j and     '  V_ for   j . Considering now the proba-
bility  H    O , we get oH w!   . However U=  H   '  U=   u ,H x ! H d !  . L#   ' for
any

and   H  epi! d  v # . %$ h   +  d  . This shows that the law of large numbers for i.i.d.
random variables with a stable distribution of order  eh . cannot be transferred from probability
to optimization by the Cramer transform. Indeed, the R)SUT @WV law of large numbers does not work
in general for independent identically costed decision variables with non tight cost density such as    	;+R  j @ C 3  < (with 	;  j and r V r <  ; ).
Remark 17. In [2], we noticed that if the Cramer transform were continuous, the -R)SUT @WV law of
large numbers [25, 4, 2, 5, 12] and the -R)SUT @WV central limit theorem [25, 4, 5] may have been conse-
quences of the classical ones. Example 15 and 16 show that this is not the case. Indeed, the laws
appearing in these results are in general not the images of probabilities by the Cramer transform. By
its definition    is necessarily a proper l.s.c. convex function. Moreover, if for instance   Y ,	 -       is analytical and then infinitely differentiable in the interior of its domain.
Then, the l.s.c. function
p	 Fc @Xno^ 3k! r ++ #v fw ++  with   ; ,  h . and n  j appearing
in central limit theorem [4, 5] is not the image of a probability by the Cramer transform. Indeed,	  p
 4c @Wno2  '  c  V r <  no  
<
with r V r <  ; , then it is not regular in 0 except for integer
values of ; . But in that last case    . and if =   J   p
 Fc @Wno ,  G   c and the variance
of G is zero, then G kc and n mj .
Plan of the proof of Theorems 12 and 13. Let
p 4  denotes the set of finite positive measures on
the Borel sets of  . If  is a closed subset of G , p 4    ]  p -G @ F    j ` . If  is
a Polish space, the topology of the classical weak convergence is metrizable. Then the continuity
of the Cramer transform from a subset of
p F  to F  both endowed with the weak convergence
topologies is equivalent to the sequential continuity that is  H w!  =  H  w! =   . Since
the topology of the R)SUT @WV weak convergence is also metrizable in the subspace of tight -RISUT @WV
measures [3], the bicontinuity of the Cramer transform on  p F  is equivalent to the sequential
bicontinuity, if =   is proved to be tight for any    p F  which is done in section 4 and 5.
Since, in a reflexive Banach space, the R)SUT @WV weak convergence implies the Mosco-epicon-
vergence and the Fenchel transform is bicontinuous on l.s.c. proper convex functions for the Mosco-
epiconvergence, the continuity of U is required at least in the following sense :
 H w! yU  H  epi!    (2)
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However the continuity of U for the weak convergence is not required. Indeed if 3 H ! H j ,  # Q w!  , =  # Q   d # Q w! =  +  d  and UD  # Q  e	  d # Q I= !  3 H epi! U  $  j butUD  # Q  does not weakly converge towards j .
If (2) holds in finite dimension, the continuity of the Cramer transform will be a consequence of
the tightness of   H  for tight sequences  H [5]. In the infinite dimensional case, we apply Theo-
rem 12 to marginal laws. Then  H w!  with  H and  in  p 4  implies =  H 2
v
r w!8  2
v
r
in =ZY  (since  H 
v
r w!  
v
r and   
v
r    
v
r  ) for any   G  . If   H  is tight, there
exists a converging subsequence also denoted   H  w!  , where   is a l.s.c. function on  . By
the convexity of   H  ,   is convex and can be extended to a l.s.c. convex function on G . Then,  H 
v
r w!  
v
r  =  2
v
r for any   G  and =      . By unicity of the limit, the se-
quence =  H  weakly converges towards    . Again the continuity of the Cramer transform is a
consequence of the tightness of   H  for tight sequences  H .
We then reduce the proof of Theorems 12 and 13 to three parts : the continuity of U= for the
epiconvergence at least in finite dimension (section 3), the tightness of =  H  in finite dimension
(section 4) and then in infinite dimension (section 5). The tightness of    for any    p F  ,
the injectivity and the continuity of 
v
r in finite dimension are proved in section 4.
3 Continuity of
	
We use the following lemma which is the analogue of a result proved in [2] for the Fenchel transform.
The vague and weak convergences are denoted identically for classical and -RISUT @WV measures.
Lemma 18. Let  and G be as in Theorem 13 and G  be endowed with a topology such that F3 @X'DG
 G  ! > A@ 3PB is continuous. Let  H and   p F  . Then  H w!  implies
USRaSTgzH  oH    H       '   H ! H  in G   (3)
and  oH   ' ! H     '  A@  2 ; @ USRa729 :H  oH   '  V_ 
Proof. Let 4 be a compact subset of  ,
1
a distance uniformly equivalent to the topology of  and=NF3   R   !;C  # . 5  @ j  . Then, ( *-,/. # 0 =NF3  is bounded and continuous. Since  H w!  and
  H   '  & ( *,. #'0 =NF3  1  H 43 /@
we have USURkSUTAzH   H   ' 
& 5 ( *-,/. # 0 1 F3 
Since  is a Polish space,  is regular (or is a capacity), then taking the supremum over the compact
set 4 , we get (3) when  H<  . For the case  H !EH  we obtain
USURkSUTAzH   H    H   (
v    Q  5 . H  & 5 ( *-,/. #'0 1 F3 
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where
  %4 @    729;:
  # . 5   
>  HC A@ 3PB 
 729 :#%#5  >  H C A@ 3PB  V 729 :
  # .   
>  H C A@ C 3PB  
Since the first term tends to
j
and the second is small when  is large and  is small, we obtain (3).
For the second point, we use that  H %=  ! H %=  not only for bounded continuous functions =
but also for functions = continuous and equi-integrable with respect to  H , that is such that&
   # 	 =NF3 
1
oH 43  !
 # j
uniformly in  .
Since USRa729 : H   H   '  V_ , we have   H   '  4 for  large enough and&
*-,/. # 0  ( *-,/.
#'0 1
 H F3     H   ' (  r v    !
 # j
uniformly in  .
Remark 19. In finite dimension, the proof of inequality (3) only requires the vague convergence of
 H towards  that is  H %=  ! H %=  for any continuous function with compact support.
Let us first give a proof of the continuity of the Fenchel transform that can be adapted to prove
the continuity of U . If the cost measure  has a l.s.c. density 5 , we write 	    for 	 F5  .
Proposition 20. Let  , G and G  be as in Lemma 18. Let  H be a sequence of cost measures on 
with convex l.s.c. densities, then  H w!   	   H  epi! 	    in G  .
Proof. By a result equivalent to Lemma 18 for
	
instead of  [2], we have for any sequence  H ! H 
USURkSUTAzH 	   H    H   	     '
that is condition (a) of definition 5 is fulfilled. Moreover
	   H   j  ! H 	     j  since the constant
function
j
is bounded.
Let
  G  such that  I  R 	    for some   ; and let prove that SURk79 : H 	   H   ' 	      . We denote by 5 and 5 H the l.s.c. densities of   v r and  H  v r (  v r is the cost measure
on Y such that  
v
r *)     
v
r  ) 2 for any open set ) of Y ). The convexity of the density of H implies that of 5 H . Then
	       729;:#% X3CE5'F3   V_
implies that 3 C\5 F3  decreases in some point that is 3 r CE5'43 r   3 t CE5'F3 t  for 3 r m3 t . Since H  v r w!   v r , 5 H epi! 5 and there exists 3 H ! H 3 r such that 3 H Ck5 H 43 H   3 t Ck5 H F3 t  and
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3 H k3 t for  large enough. By the convexity of 5 H , this implies that 3C 5 H F3  decreases for 3  3 t
and 	   H   '  729 :# 3C 5 H F3   729 :#  # ' 3C 5 H F3 
Then USURk79 :H 	   H   '  729 :# P# ' L r 3C 5'F3   	     
This proves that USURk729;: H 	   H   '  	     ' for  such that    R 	    with 2 ; . Using
the left continuity of  ! 	      in   ; , we can construct a sequence  H ! H ; v such thatUSURk729;: H 	   H   H '  	      for any ^  R 	    and then for any ^ G  which proves
property (b) of definition 5.
Let us now give the proof of the continuity of U which is a direct adaptation of the previous
proof.
Proposition 21. Let  , G and G  be as in Lemma 18 and let  H and    p 4  . Then
oH w!  yU oH  epi!yU   in G  
Proof. Again, by Lemma 18, USRaSTgz4H U oH    H   U    ' for any  H ! H  . Let us prove
that USURk729 : H   H   '      ' for any    R    . Since  H  v r and   v r are logconcave,    '     v r   ;  and oH  v r w!   v r , we can suppose that   Y . In that case,  H is a
Dirac measure or has logconcave density, then
( , # oH are not necessarily finite logconcave measures
such that
( , #  H vaguely converges towards the finite logconcave measure ( ,
#
 . We are then redu-
ced to prove that  H v!  with  H not necessarily finite logconcave Radon measures and  a finite
logconcave measure over Y imply USURk79 : H oHoUY   UY  .
Since
j  ZY   V_ , we can suppose after translation that   j @ ; 2  j . Then, since
UY   %  o@	 V ;   V_ @
 !  o@
 V ; 2 decreases in some point    ; , that is
   @  V ; 2  ( v     C ; @  2 (4)
with   j .
If  has a density then the sets o@	PV ;  are  -continuous for any  . Otherwise, from the logconca-
vity of  ,  is a Dirac measure at a point 3   j @ ;  . After translation, we can suppose that 3   j @ ; 
and then the sets
  @
 V ;  are again  -continuous for any integer  . Therefore, if =H v!  , (4) is
valid for oH instead of  and  large enough.
Since oH is logconcave,
 H    @  V ;  t   H    C ; @  2  H    V ; @  V .2
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and applying (4) we obtain  H    V ; @  V .  ( v   H    @  V ; 2 and so on. Then for   j and  ; ,
 H    V    @  V  V ;     ( v     H     @   V ;   
and
oH   j @WV_   oH   j @   2PV  %  oH    V    @   V  V ;   2
 ;;C ( v   oHo  j @   V ;    (5)
Increasing  and  and decreasing  , we obtain an analogue inequality for =H  C _ @ j   . Then,
USRa729 :H oHNUY   ;;C ( v     C  V ;   @   V ;     UY ;C ( v   
Taking the limit when  goes to infinity, we obtain the expected inequality.
From the previous proof and Remark 19, we see that if   Y , the vague convergence of H
towards  is only required. This fact is also true in finite dimension and indeed allows to prove the
equivalence between weak and vague convergences.
Proposition 22. Let  H and    p UY   , then
oH v!   oH w! 
Proof. The vague convergence of general finite measures on Y  is equivalent to the conditions USURk729 :H  H %4  %4  for all compact 4USURkSUTAzH  H        for all open  
and the weak convergence is equivalent to the same conditions but with closed sets in place of com-
pact sets. Since the inequality on open sets implies SURk79 : H oH 
  USRa729 : H oH ZY   C 
   for
any closed sets, we can pass from vague to weak convergence only by proving USURk729 : H oH UY   
ZY   or equivalently USR H oHoUY    ZY   . This property has been proved in dimension
1 
; in the proof of previous proposition and then Proposition 22 is true in that case. Let us prove
this property by induction on
1
. We suppose that it is true for
1
C ; and consider  H and   p UY   such that  H v!  . Let 4 be a bounded convex set of Y such that UY 
v
r 
  4   j
and UY 
v
r 
 4   j and consider the following measures on Y  v r :  5H *)    H  ) 
 4 
and 
5
 )   *) 
 4  . These measures are logconcave and finite, 
5
is non null and sinceUSURkSUTAz H 
5
H ZY 
v
r   UY 
v
r 
SUT.4   j ,  5H is non null for  large enough. Moreover  5H v!  5 .
By induction, we get  H UY 
v
r 
 4  ! H ZY 
v
r 
 4  for any bounded convex set 4 such thatY 
v
r 
 4 is  -continuous with positive measure. The positivity condition can be eliminated by
adding a disjoint convex set 4 satisfying the previous conditions. Considering now the measures
oH  )    H UY 
v
r 
 )  and o  )   UY 
v
r 
 )  on Y and noting that the proof of Proposi-
tion 21 only used the convergence of NH %4  towards   %4  for   -continuous bounded convex sets4 , we conclude that  H ZY   ! H ZY   .
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4 Tightness of
   and bicontinuity of the Cramer transform
in finite dimension
We use the following lemmas.
Lemma 23. If  has finite dimension and // denotes a norm on  , the following propositions are
equivalent for any finite positive measure  on 
(a)
j  SUT   R   
(b) there exists   j such that " ( 
	 # 	 1 43   V_
(c)
j  SUT   R    v r  for any   .
Proof. (b)  (a) if
/+"/   ,     '  " ( *-,/. # 0 1 43   " ( 
	 # 	 1 43   V_ . Then   j @    R    .
(a)  (c) If
  j @     R    , then    v r   	   V_ for any 	 such that  	   	 , 	 .
(c)  (b). Let   r @$+$P@X   be a base of     and   ]  r @$$+P@X  @ C  r @$+$P@ C   ` . Then 3 ' 79 : , %> A@ 3PB defines a norm equivalent to / / . Therefore / 3 /  4  3  , ( 
	 # 	  , % ( 5  *-,/. # 0
and & ( 
	 # 	 1 F3   , %    %4  '
Since  is finite and j  SUT   R    v r  for any   , there exists   j such that the right hand
side of the previous inequality is finite.
Lemma 24. For any    p F  ,  R    is open and then  and  are injective in  p F  .
Proof. Since    p F  and ^  RE   implies ( *-,/. # 0    p F  , we only have to provej  SUT   RE   for any    p 4  . Using lemma 23 and the fact that   v r   p UY  for any  we are reduced to the one dimensional case.
Let    p ZY  . If  is a Dirac measure then  RE    Y is open. Otherwise  has a density( v  with 5 convex. From ZY   " ( v   # 1 3 V_ , we see that 5 strictly increases somewhere.
By the convexity of 5 , this implies that 5'F3  C  3 increases for 3 large enough and  j . Then,79 : #   '3 C 5'43   V_ and by symmetry we obtain, for some   j , 79 : #%   3  CE5'43   V_
and  (
v '   V_ which by lemma 23 allows to conclude.
The openness of
 R    j implies that  is characterized by its Laplace transform    .
Since U   is a l.s.c. convex function, it is also characterized by its Fenchel transform    . Then and  are injective on  p F  .
Proof of theorem 12. Let us now prove the tightness of =  H  when  H w!  . From the previous
results we know that there exists   j such that "( *-,/. #'0 1 F3   V_ for any  such that /+"/   .
Let us choose a finite set     j @   such that / 3 /  r 729 : , % > A@ 3PB . Since (by the proof of
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proposition 21) USURk79 : H   H   '      ' for any    , we have   H   '  4  for    
and
  . Then,
  H  F3   729;:, %'& < > A@ 3PBNC U  H   '
 729 :, % > A@ 3PBNC 4    / 3 / C 4 '
This shows that the sequence =  H  for     is tight and by the previous section and the plan of
section 2 we obtain the weak convergence of   H  towards    .
By Lemma 24, the Cramer transform is injective and we can consider the continuity of the in-
verse map 
v
r on the image of  p F  . We only have to prove that for any  H and    p 4  ,  H  w!y=   implies  H w!  . But since any sequence of finite measures on Y  admits a vaguely
converging subsequence, we have  H v!  for a subsequence of  H also denoted  H . This implies
the logconcavity of   and then this is equivalent to the weak convergence and implies   H  w!y=   .
Then =       and by the injectivity of  , we get     . By the unicity of the limit we obtain
 H w!  .
5 The infinite dimensional case
From Theorem 12 (proved in sections 3 and 4) and the plan given in section 2, the proof of Theorem 13
is reduced to the proof of the tightness of  NH  when  H w!  and oH @    p F  . Since oH w! 
and  is a Polish space, the set composed by the measures NH and  is tight. Moreover there existsj       V_ such that      4    for any measure   in this set. We say that a set of
positive measures is bounded when it satisfies this last condition. The following result concludes the
proof of Theorem 13.
Proposition 25. Let  and G be as in Theorem 13. The image by the Cramer transform of a tight
and bounded subset of  p 4  is a tight subset of F  .
Proof. Let  be a tight and bounded subset of  p 4  . There exists a compact subset 4 of  such
that
 4    ; 4  for any     (6)
Let us consider the closed convex and symmetric (stable by 3 ! C 3 ) hull of 4 . Since  is
convex and complete, the hull of 4 is still compact and satisfies (6). We denote it again by 4 . Let
  be its support function,  q '  79 : #%#5 > A@ 3PB . From the symmetry of 4 ,   is a seminorm onG  and we denote by    ]   G  @  q '  ; ` its unit ball. Since 4 is a closed convex set,d 5 F3   	     F3   79 : , % J < > A@ 3PBC   ' . Then 3  4 iff > A@ 3PB  ; for any ^   and the
gauge function of 4 is  5 F3  def SUTAz  . #%  5 	  729;: , %	 < > A@ 3PB .
Let us now upper bound    for any    . For any   G^ ,     
v
r is logconcave on Y
and     	 '     
	  . Let us fix     . Then  v r   C'; @ ;   4 and  N  C7; @ ;
    r
  NUY  .
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However, by the logconcavity of   , we have for   ;
 N2!; @      N  C7; @ ;
  r
v KQ    C7; V.  @ ; V .    KQ
then
 N2 C7; V-.  @ ; V .     NUY   H 
Therefore if
( t     ,
    	 '       	   &  (  #    1 3 
 (   N2 C _ @ ;
  V #H r
(   r L t H     C7; V.  @ ; V .   
 ( 
;C ' F /
Then, for some constant 	 independent of  ,   '  	 implies     '  U F DV ; .
If

is an upper bound of F  for    , we obtain    43   729 : , % J
< > A@ 3PBC     ' 	  5 43  C U  C ; . Then SUTAz
	 % SUTAz #%   5  =   43   	  C U  C ; which by the compacity of
sets
 4 implies the tightness of    .
A Proof of Proposition 11
As was said in section 2, one implication is a consequence of theorems 1 and 2 of [24]. Indeed, if the
support of  ,  A9 :;:    and  is an affine space, the logconcavity of  is equivalent to that of  
and if  has zero dimension,  is obviously logconcave.
Let  be a logconcave measure on  . If we denote by  43 @    3 V    j @ ;  the open ball of
center 3 and radius  for the euclidian norm, we have  ; C    F3 @  $V    ;@     2 ; C   3 V   @   .
Then, the support of  is convex. Indeed, if 3 and I  A9;: :  , for any   j ,   F3 @    j and
   ;@  2  j and by the logconcavity of  ,   2 ; C   3 V   @    j for any    j @ ;
 . Let be the affine hull of  A9 : :  ,    is logconcave and we may then suppose without restriction that   . Then, by the convexity of  A9 : :  , its interior is non empty [26]. If  has zero dimension,
 is a Dirac measure and we have nothing to prove.
Let us first consider the one dimensional case. Since 4   C _m@ j  is convex, =NF3   %4 V 3  
 C _ @ 3   is a logconcave function on Y and  R = def ] 3  Y @ =NF3  haj ` is the classical domain
of the convex function C ,= and it contains the interior of  A9 : :  . Indeed, if 3  SUT 4 A9 : : ,3iC    A9 : :  for  small enough, then  4 V 3   2F3^C .  @ 3 2  j . Moreover, since= is a nondecreasing function  R =  ST ) g9 : :  V j @XV_  . By the convexity of C U = , = is
continuous in the interior of its domain, then in SUT 4 A9 : : V  j @WV_  . By symmetry, we obtain that= is continuous on Y . Indeed,   43   2F3 @WV_   UY  C =NF3  is nonincreasing, logconcave
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and its domain contains SUT 4 A9 : : and then  R    ST 4 A9 :;:  V  C _ @ j  . This implies that
 ] 	 `  aj for any 	  Y and then    A9 : :  mj and also  R =  SUT ) A9 :;:  V  j @WV_  .
Since C ,= is convex, it admits finite right and left derivatives in each point of its open do-
main ST 4 A9 :;:  V  j @WV_  and so does = . Since the complementary of this domain is stable by
negative translation and =  j there, the left derivative of = exists and is null. Then, = v 43  USUR  
   	  # L  v  . %$  exists and is finite for any 3  Y . Moreover since  C  @ j  is convex, = v is
again a logconcave function and then it is continuous in the interior of its domain which containsSUT ) A9 :;:  . Indeed, if 3  SUT 4 A9 : :  , then = 43   j and if in addition =Pv F3   j , we obtain=   v F3  kj . Since U= is a concave and nondecreasing function, this implies =N   =NF3  for
any
  3 and then F3 V  j @WV_  mj which leads to a contradiction with 3  SUT 4 A9 : :  .
We have then proved that    = v exists, is finite and is logconcave on Y and that it is strictly
positive and continuous and then equal to =P in SUT* A9 : :  . Moreover   is null on 
 A9;: :    and
-SUT ) A9 : :     mj . This implies that   is a density of  on Y .
We now solve the  dimensional case by induction. Let us first note that the previous proof is still
valid if  is not a measure on Y but only a bounded, positive, logconvave (satisfying (1)), additive and
nondecreasing functional on convex sets (that is such that  4 [ 4    %4 AV  4  if 4  4  
and  4    4  if 4  4  ) with a support with nonempty interior (the support is defined as for
measures, that is 3   A9 : :  iff   43 @  2  j for all   j ). Indeed the logconcavity implies the
continuity of = without assuming the continuity of  and the continuity of = implies the continuity
of  on convex sets (intervals). For instance if 4 H  %	H @ 
 H     and is neither empty, we have	 H 	 and 
 H   	 and then  4 H   =N 
 H  C =  	 H   j . The conclusion of the proof is at least
that  has a density   which is logconcave and finite everywhere in the sense that    "   F3 
1
3
for any interval  .
Let us consider a bounded, positive, logconcave, additive and nondecreasing functional  on the
convex sets of Y H , with a support with nonempty interior, and suppose that any functional of this
type on Y H
v
r has a density   which is finite and logconcave everywhere in the sense that  4  " 5   F3 
1
3 for any rectangular boxes 4   r 
 $+  H
v
r (where 
	 are intervals of Y ) and that
  F3   USUR QAK 
    +$ USR K 
    43
V  C  r @ j  
   
  C $H v r @ j   r $+  H v r

For any convex set 4 of Y H
v
r the functional  5   !  
 4  is a bounded, positive, log-
concave, additive and nondecreasing functional on the convex sets of Y . If  A9;: :  5 has a nonempty
interior, then 
5
has a density, that is  
 4   "   F3 r @ 4 
1
3 r for any interval  where
  F3 r @ 4   USR K 
    F3 r
V  C  r @ j   
 4  r
is finite for any 3 r  Y . If 
5  j this is again true. If now  A9 : :  5 is non empty with empty
interior, it is then equal to some singleton ] 	 ` . Therefore,  g9 : :  m]0	 ` 
 4 [ Y
 SUT.4   . The
convexity of  A9;: :  and the fact that it has non empty interior implies that  A9 : :   Y 
 -SUT .4  
and then  ]0	 ` 
  4    5  ] 	 `   j . If now 4  is a convex set such that SUT.4  4 , either  5 <
has a support with empty interior and then  ] 	 ` 
  4   UY 
iST  4    j , either  5 < has a
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density and then  ] 	 ` 
  4    5 <  ] 	 `'  j . The two cases contradict the previous conclusion,
then all convex sets 4 are such that  g9 : :  5 is empty or has nonempty interior and then such that  F3 r @ 4  exists and is a density of  5 .
For any 3 r  Y , 
#
K  4 !   F3 r @ 4  is a bounded (by   43 r @ Y H
v
r  which is finite), positive,
logconcave, additive and nondecreasing functional on the convex sets of Y H
v
r . If  A9 : :  # K has non
empty interior then 
#
K has a density, that is   F3 r @ 4   " 5  F3 r @ 3 t @+$+P@ 3 H 
1
3 t +$
1
3 H for any
rectangular boxes 4 , with
  43   USUR Q 
   $$ USUR K 
   F3
V  C  r @ j  
   
  C  H @ j   r +$  H

If 
#
K is null, this is also true. If now  A9 : : # K is nonempty with empty interior, it is then a subset
of a  C . dimensional affine subspace  of Y H v r . By rotation and translation, we can suppose that  ] j ` 
 Y H v t . Then   43 r @ ] j ` 
)Y H v t   j and then 243 r V  C  @ j   
 ] j ` 
 Y H v t   j
for   j small enough. Exchanging 3 r and 3 t coordinates in the previous reasoning, we see that4 ! F3 r V  C  @ j   
4	
Y H v t  has necessarily a density and then cannot be strictly positive on
a singleton which contradicts the assumption on 
#
K . Therefore, 
#
K has always   F3 r @$  as density
and  has   as density (on rectangular boxes). The induction is then proved and if  is a measure,
 
is also a density of  on Borel sets. Moreover, since   is continuous in the interior and exterior of A9;: :  and    A9;: :   kj , we can repace   by its u.s.c. envelope.
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